Calendar Incentive Contest/Fundraiser

Take an old calendar. Squares are sold for $.25.

TOPS are able to buy one square for each ¼ pound loss. i.e. 1 pound loss equals 4 squares ($1.00).

KOPS are able to buy one square for each ¼ pound loss below goal from the last weigh-in. If they are over goal but in leeway they may purchase one square.

A member can write his/her name in any date square of the entire calendar (one name per date square).

When the entire calendar is filled with names, two drawings are held: one drawing to determine the month, and one drawing to determine the day. The winner is the member whose name appears on that date.

At the end of the contest there should be $91.50 (if you use a leap year calendar) in the pot. The winner receives ½ the money ($45.75). The chapter receives the other ½ of the money for either the general fund or SRD ($45.75).